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Understanding the effect of liquid crystal content on
the phase behavior and mechanical properties of liq-
uid crystal elastomers

Morgan Barnesa, Sueda Cetinkayab, Alec Ajnsztajna, and Rafael Verduzcoab

Liquid crystal elastomers are stimuli-responsive, shape-shifting materials. They typically require
high temperatures for actuation which prohibits their use in many applications, such as biomedical
devices. In this work, we demonstrate a simple and general approach to tune the order-to-disorder
transition temperature (TODT ) or nematic-to-isotropic transition temperature (TNI) of LCEs through
variation of the overall liquid crystal mass content. We demonstrate reduction of the TNI in nematic
LCEs through the incorporation of non-mesogenic linkers or the addition of lithium salts, and show
that the TNI varies linearly with liquid crystal mass content over a broad range, approximately 50
degrees C. We also analyze data from prior reports that include three different mesogens, different
network linking chemistries, and different alignment strategies, and show that the linear trend in
TODT with liquid crystal mass content also holds for these systems. Finally, we demonstrate a
simple approach to quantifying the maximum actuation strain through measurement of the soft
elastic plateau and demonstrate applications of nematic LCEs with low TODT s, including the first
body-responsive LCE that curls around a human finger due to body heat, and a fluidic channel
that directionally pumps liquid when heated.

1 Introduction

Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) mimic human muscle as they
are soft materials that undergo macroscopic (>100% strain) re-
versible shape changes when exposed to stimuli such as heat,
light, and electric fields.1–3 As such, LCEs have many potential
applications including in biomedical devices, soft robotics, and
sensors.4–6 The most robust and well-developed methods for LCE
actuation utilize heating, either photothermal or resistive, to in-
duce shape changes7–11 However, many LCEs have prohibitively
high nematic-to-isotropic transition temperatures (TNI > 100 ◦C)
and cannot be easily actuated under ambient conditions or near
body temperature.12–15 Therefore, there is a need for reducing
the LCE nematic-to-isotropic transition temperature while main-
taining the ability to program complex shape changes or adding
additional functionality. This would expand the practical applica-
tion of LCEs, including for implantable LCE devices tha respond
to mild heating and as photo-responsive soft-robotics that do not
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require high light intensities.
In recent work, the actuation temperature of LCEs has been

lowered by incorporating different liquid crystal mesogens, chem-
ical linkers, and crosslinkers into the network.16–19 For example,
Saed et al. showed that increasing the length of the molecu-
lar linker between liquid crystalline mesogens significantly low-
ered the TNI and that TNI increased with crosslink density.20–22

Similarly, Zhang et al. demonstrated that the inorporation of
non-liquid crystalline mesogens into a polysiloxane side-chain
LCE network lowered TNI . More recently, McCracken et al.
demonstrated that replacing the liquid crystal mesogen with a
biphenyl mesogen with reduced π-π intermolecular interactions
reduced the TNI , even when the linkers and crosslinkers were un-
changed.18 Lastly, a number of studies have shown that LCEs syn-
thesized in the nematic phase have a higher TNI compared with
those synthesized in the isotropic state. This was attributed to
mesogen-mesogen interactions present in the nematic phase dur-
ing crosslinking.23,24 While these studies demonstrated that the
TNI is dependent on a number of network properties and synthe-
sis conditions, we lack a comprehensive understanding of how
TNI varies in LCEs and how to predict changes in TNI for specific
changes in network structure and chemistry.

Here, we demonstrate LCEs with a tuneable actuation temper-
ature by systematically varying the liquid crystal mass content.
This was achieved by either incorporating a non-liquid crystalline
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Fig. 1 Reaction scheme for the preparation of LCEs used in this study.
LCEs with a high TNI contain a higher content of liquid crystal mesogen
RM257. LCEs with a low TNI have lower RM257 content and are di-
luted by either non-mesogenic diacrylate TEGDA or lithium salt LiTFSI.
EDDET and PETMP serve as chain-extenders and crosslinkers, respec-
tively.

linker into the system or by incorporating a lithium salt (LiTFSI)
into the network (Figure 1). The addition of lithium salt results
in ionically conductive LCEs potentially useful as solid-state elec-
trolytes, or sensors in stretchable electronics.25–28. For both of
these systems, we found that the LCE TNI varied linearly with
the liquid crystal mass content which is consistent with previ-
ous liquid crystal theory and experiments.22,29,30 Additionally, we
present data on two other main-chain LCEs reported in the litera-
ture and show that the TNI also varies linearly with liquid crystal
mass content in these systems, regardless of liquid crystal meso-
gen, crosslink density, network genesis, or chemistry used. There-
fore, while it is predictable that TNI scales linearly with liquid
crystal content it is surprising and useful that this one parameter
accurately predicts the TNI regardless of other parameters known
to affect the thermo-mechanical properties of LCEs Further, we
show that these data collapse onto a single master curve when
the LCE TNI is plotted relative to that of the pure mesogen, sug-
gesting a general relationship between LCE TNI and liquid crystal
mass content which will be useful for quickly tuning the TNI of
new liquid crystalline mesogens. We also investigated the loss of
maximum actuation strain in LCEs as the liquid crystal content
is reduced and explored applications of LCEs with low TNI . This
work provides a method for tuning the actuation temperature of
LCEs and provides insight into the relationship between TNI and
actuation strains in LCEs.

2 Experimental Methods
Materials and Methods
2,2’-(ethylenedioxy) diethanethiol (EDDET), pentaerythritol
tetrakis (3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP), 1,3-propanedithiol
(PDT), tetra(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (TEGDA), 1,4-Bis-
[4-(3-acryloyloxypropyloxy) benzoyloxy]-2- methylbenzene
(RM257), chloroform, dipropyl amine (DPA), triethylamine

(TEA), 4-methoxyphenol (MEHQ), and (2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-
methylpropiophenone (HHMP) were obtained from commercial
suppliers and used as received.

Preparation of Liquid Crystal Elastomers (LCEs)

LCEs were synthesized using previously reported methods.31

LCEs were made with varying amounts of functional acrylate
groups coming from TEGDA compared to RM257, thiol end-
groups coming from PETMP, and overall excess acrylate func-
tional endgroups compared to thiol. A table of the mass amount
of reagents used to synthesize TEGDA LCEs can be found in Ta-
ble S1. First, RM257, TEGDA, 0.5 wt % HHMP, and 0.25 wt %
MEHQ were dissolved in chloroform (120 mg) at 70◦C. MEHQ
was added to prevent unintentional acrylate-acrylate polymeriza-
tion before UV-curing. After the mixture cooled to room temper-
ature EDDET and PETMP were added followed by a 2 wt % DPA
solution in chloroform. The mixture was then vortexed to ensure
proper mixing and placed under vacuum to remove any bubbles.
Next, the mixture was deposited onto a glass slide cured at room
temperature for at least 5 hours. After the first cure was com-
plete, the LCE was heated to 80 ◦C under a vacuum of 30 mm hg
for 5 hours to remove chloroform. Finally, the LCE was mechan-
ically deformed to the desired shape and irradiated with 365 nm
light for 10 minutes to complete the second cure step. Single-cure
LCEs were made by a similar process but without HHMP or MEHQ
added and an equimolar ratio of acrylate to thiol functional end-
groups.

Lithiated LCEs were synthesized using a similar approach ex-
cept various amounts lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide
(LiTSFI) (0 to 0.25 Li+/EO mol) were added to the solution
mixture prior to the first cure. Additionally, as lithium salts co-
catalyze the thiol-acrylate Michael addition32, we increased the
volume of solvent by three times and used TEA instead of DPA.
These changes prevented rapid polymerization. A table of the
mass amount of reagents used to synthesize lithiated LCEs can be
found in Table S2.

Liquid crystal mass content percentages were calculated as the
total mass of liquid crystal mesogen divided by the total mass
of network reagents, including liquid crystal mesogen, linker,
crosslinker, and/or dopant (lithium salt)), multiplied by 100.

Construction of LCE fluidic Pump

LCE fluidic pumps were constructed by first making a flat LCE film
with a thickness of ≈0.3mm. Films with three different regions
each with a different TNI were produced by making three different
LCE mixtures with varying TEGDA content, as described in the
preceding section. Equal amounts of each mixture were deposited
onto a glass substrate and cured to produce one uniform LCE with
three different TNI regions. The film was then embossed using a
3/32-inch-thick basswood template, UV cured, and then adhered
to a glass substrate using PDMS. This process is shown in Figure
S1.
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Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

Soft elastic plateaus were obtained using an ARES G2 (TA instru-
ments) rheometer using a linear film tension clamp. Rectangular
samples were loaded into the clamp and pulled at a linear strain
rate of 200 %/min. The soft-elastic plateaus were identified as the
region of the stress vs. strain curve where stress is near constant,
i.e. a slope of near 0. This region was detected using python
and SciPy’s curve fit function to fit the experimental stress-strain
data with three connected lines, the initial high slope elastic re-
gion, the near zero soft-elastic region, and the final higher slope
stretching region. The lower and upper limits of the soft elastic
region were estimated as the intersection of the fitted line for the
soft elastic region with the initial and final higher slope regions,
respectively.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry

The TNIs of LCEs were obtained using a TA instruments Q20 DSC.
Samples were heated and cooled at a ramp of 5oC min−1, and the
TNI was determined from the second heating cycle as the peak of
the endothermic well.

Curvature, Flatness, and Actuation Strain

Curvature, flatness, fixity and actuation were determined using
the same protocol reported previously.31. Briefly, curvature and
flatness were determined by UV curing the LCE around a rod with
known radius. The LCE was then imaged in the heated isotropic
phase and again after it cooled to room temperature. Curvature
was calculated by fitting a line to the curled edge of the LCE and
normalizing the extracted radius of curvature of the LCE to the
programmed one, i.e. the radius of the rod. An LCE that perfectly
holds its programmed curvature has a normalized curvature, κn,
of 1. Similarly, a flat line was fitted to the edge of LCE when
heated and the flatness was calculated as the standard error for
the flat line fitted to the LCE. An LCE that is perfectly flat in the
isotropic phase has a flatness value f of 0. Actuation strain was
determined by marking two dots on an LCE strip 10 mm apart
prior to stretching the material. After stretching and UV curing,
the strain was measured as the change of length between the two
dots when the LCE was heated (contracted) above the TNI divided
by the distance between the dots when the sample was coooled
(elongated) to room temperature.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

Li LCE films were cut into 1.5 cm2 circles and then pressed into 2
stainless steal spacers. The spacers was placed in a 2032 size coin
cell, and stainless steel contacts were welded to cell surface. The
LCE film was placed in an oven for an hour before each temper-
ature measurement was performed. The conductivity was mea-
sured using EIS (Autolab, Metrohm) over a frequency range of 1
MHz and 0.1 Hz at a voltage amplitude of 10 mV. The EIS mea-
surement was fitted to an equivalent circuit to get a bulk elec-
trolyte resistance, R, and the ionic conductivity σ was calculated
from the formula σ = d/RA where d is the sample thickness and
A the cross-sectional area.

3 Results and discussion
We studied the impact that overall liquid crystal mass content has
on the order-to-disorder transition temperature, TODT by prepar-
ing a series of LCEs with RM257 mesogen and diluted with either
non-mesogenic linker TEGDA or lithium salt LiTFSI (see Fig. 1).
We also collected data from other LCEs in the literature, specifi-
cally LCEs containing RM257, MR82, or BP4OH mesogens. These
LCEs were chosen as there is extensive data available on the
TODT s of each material. RM257 and RM82 are structurally simi-
lar di-acrylate mesogens. They can be incorporated into LCEs us-
ing the aza-Michael addition or thiol-acrylate Michael additions
to produce nematic LCEs that can be aligned using surface an-
choring, 3D printing, and mechanical defrmation.12,13,15,21,31,33.
BP4OH is a biphenyl epoxy mesogen with a smectic phase and
a much higher TODT ((160oC) than RM257 (70oC) or RM82
(85oC)17. It has been used to produce dynamic, reconfigurable
LCEs that are aligned by mechanical deformation.16,34,35

We used dynamic scanning calorimetry (DSC) to measure the
TNIs for a series of RM257 LCEs varying in liquid crystal mass con-
tent and plotted these values along with data for other RM257
LCEs reported in the literature (see Fig. 2a). For the TEGDA
LCE series, we incorporated a non-liquid crystalline diacrylate,
TEGDA, while maintaing the same overall acrylate to thiol molar
ratio in the network. This results in a series of RM257 LCEs with
the same network crosslink density but varying in liquid crystal
mesogen content. Similarly, for the lithiated LCEs (Li LCEs), vary-
ing amounts of lithium salt was added while keeping the same
molar ratio of network-forming reagents. This produced a series
of Li LCEs with similar network properties but varying in liquid
crystal mass content. As expected, the order-to-disorder transi-
tion temperature TODT varied strongly with the overall liquid crys-
tal mesogen content of the networks. The relationship between
TODT and liquid crystal mass content was linear over a wide range
(from approximately 65 to 85 wt % liquid crystal and TODT s rang-
ing from 25 to 150°C) for both LCE network series prepared (see
Fig. 2a). This relationship is consistent with the Maier-Saupe the-
ory of liquid crystals, which predicts a linear dependence of the
order-disorder transition on liquid crystal density37,38.

We also included data from published reports on RM257 LCEs,
and these data also show a linear relationship between TNI and
liquid crystal mass content. While a variety of factors influence
TNI , the plot suggests that liquid crystal mass content is the most
important factor that influences TNI . For example, prior studies
by Saed et al. 20 demonstrated that the crosslink density affected
TNI even when the liquid crystal mass content was held constant.
This is reflected in Fig. 2a in the points near 75% liquid crystal
mass content. However, the variation in TNI for these samples
is small compared to the much stronger variation observed with
liquid crystal mass content. Similarly, other studies reported that
stiffer linkers or network genesis influence TNI .21? These effects
are reflected in Fig. 2a, but the plot demonstrates that TNI is much
more strongly dependent on the overall liquid crystal mass con-
tent.

Next, we compiled published data to compare the TODT s of
RM82, RM257, and BP4OH LCEs as a function of liquid crystal
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Fig. 2 Order-to-disorder transition temperature as a function of liquid
crystal mass content for LCEs with a) RM257 or b and c) RM257, RM82,
or BP40H mesogens. a) TNI of RM257 LCEs as a function of overall
liquid crystal (RM257) mass content. b) Liquid crystal to isotropic tran-
sition temperature, TODT , as a function of liquid crystal mass content for
RM257, RM82, and BP4OH LCEs. c) TODT for LCEs relative to that for
pure mesogen for RM257, RM82, and BP4OH LCEs. The values for
RM257 LCEs were acquired as described herein for TEGDA and LiLCE
samples. Additional data for RM257 LCEs is reported in references Saed
et al. 20,21 , Merkel et al. 36 . Data for RM82 and BP4OH LCEs is re-
ported in references Ware et al. 12 , Ahn et al. 15 , and Zhu et al. 16 , Li
et al. 34 , Gablier et al. 35 . Symbol references for b) consistent with c).

mass content (Figure 2b). Each type of LCE exhibits a linear re-
lationship between liquid crystal mass content and TODT . Addi-
tionally, the trends for RM82 and RM257 overlap, which might
be expected as RM82 and RM257 are very similar mesogens. The
RM82 LCEs were synthesized via the aza-Michael addition reac-
tion rather than the thiol-Michael addition reaction used to pro-
duce RM257 LCEs, resulting in a higher liquid crystal mass con-
tent for the RM82 LCEs. Additionally, RM82 were aligned by con-
finement between surfaces while the RM257 LCEs were synthe-
sized in either the nematic or isotropic state using bulk mechani-
cal or shear-extrusion 3D printing alignment, but both series fall
on the same trendline for TODT vs. liquid crystal mass content.

The TODT values are significantly higher for BP4OH compared

with RM257 or RM82 LCEs at the same liquid crsytal mass con-
tent. However, these TODT s can be plotted relative to that for
the pure mesogen (Figure 2c). When plotted in this way, the
TODT for all LCEs falls on a master linear curve. This is remark-
able given the variations in liquid crystal mesogen, preparation
method, alignment method, and network chemistry across these
samples, which include data from eight different reports in ad-
dition to the samples prepared in this study. This relationship
implies that liquid crystal mesogen content is the most important
factor governing the TODT of these LCEs and that a reliable ap-
proximation of the TODT can be obtained by knowing the TODT of
the pure mesogen and the liquid crystal content of the LCE. Inter-
estingly, above 75% liquid crystal mass content, the LCEs exhibit
higher TODT s than of the pure mesogen. These LCEs contain very
short linkers, which may reduce the flexibility of the liquid crystal
mesogens and result in an increase in the TODT .

Next, we studied the relationship between the liquid crystal
mass content and thermoreversible shape changes in LCEs. First,
we investigated the width of the soft elastic plateau in polydo-
main LCEs. Polydomain LCEs exhibit ’soft elasticity’, in which the
LCE can be deformed with little or no increase in stress. This
phenomenon is related to the rotation of the liquid crystal ori-
entation and the anisotropic polymer chain conformation during
mechanical deformation.30,39,40. Stretching a polydomain LCE
results in three distinct stress-strain regions: 1) an initial region
where stress increases with strain due to deformation of the net-
work, 2) a region where stress does not increase with strain or in-
creases very weakly, and 3) a region where stress again increases
with strain. These distinct regions for RM257 LCEs are shown
in Fig. 3a, where the soft elastic region is highlighted. We ob-
served that the width of the soft elastic plateu decreased as the
TEGDA content increased. For LCEs with no TEGDA, the length
of the soft-elastic plateau was around 100%, and the soft elastic
region decreased to approximately 20 % for 20 wt% TEGDA. This
reflects both a decreased polymer chain anisotropy and weaker
coupling between the liquid crystal orientation and network de-
formation and is consistent with prior knowledge soft-elasticity
is directly coupled to the nematic order parameter30. Decreased
chain anisotropy and weaker coupling are expected as the liquid
crystal content decreases. For the LCE with 20% TEGDA, the soft
elastic plateau is nearly absent. We observed a region of strains
where the stress-strain slope was only slightly lower than that at
low and high strains, and this is highlighted in Fig. 3a.

We next determined the maximum reversible actuation achiev-
able for each LCE by applying a uniaxial strain to deform each
sample to 125% of the initial length followed by UV curing in
the deformed state. The resulting sample was then heated and
cooled to measure the actuation strain. The maximum actuation
strains decreased with increasing amount of TEGDA (Fig. 3b and
c) . This again reflects a decrease in the strength of coupling
between liquid crystal ordering and network deformation as the
liquid crystal content decreases and is consistent with prior stud-
ies focused on decreasing the actuation temperature.22. Impor-
tantly, we observed that the maximum actuation measured closely
matched the length of the soft elastic plateau measured for poly-
domain LCEs (Fig. 3b). This suggests that measuring the soft
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elastic plateau for polydomain LCEs is a convenient method to
quantify the maximum actuation achieveable through alignment
and crosslinking while simultaneously obtaining other mechani-
cal properties of the material such as elastic modulus, strain to
failure, or toughness.

The reduction in maximum actuation strain with decreasing
liquid crystal content has practical implications for applications
that require low TNIs since diluting the liquid crystal content re-
duces the maximum actuation strains achievable. If a large ac-
tuation response at low actuation temperatures is desired, low
TNI mesogens are required to produce low TNI LCEs with high
liquid crystal mass contents18 or devices should be engineered
to produce bending deformations, which can produce significant
curvature with even small strains. To demonstrate actuation at
near-ambient temperatures, we developed a prototype LCE ’Band-
Aid’ that has a TNI of ≈ 40oC and wraps around the finger when
touched (Fig. 3d). This was achieved by making a bilayer of an
LCE and kapton tape. The maximum linear strain achievable by
the LCE was only about 50%, but this is sufficient to achieve sig-
nificant bending curvatures.41 Therefore, the low TNI ’band-aid’
LCE shown here can produce significant actuation responses with
very modest temperature changes. This is the first LCE demon-
strated to actuate in response to body heat and could be useful
for future designs of biomedical devices.

Next, we optimized the LCE network crosslink density for
samples with low TNI to enable more complex shape changes.
In a previous paper, we showed that optimizing the relative
crosslink densities during the first and second network crosslink-
ing reactions was important for mechanically programming shape
changes in LCEs. Optimized LCE compositions were capable of
large and reversible shape actuations, even between two non-
planar shapes. However, we have not explored this for LCEs with
varying liquid crystal mesogen contents. To optimize the net-
work properties, we started with a previously optimized network
composition of 10% excess acrylate and 25% thiols attributed to
PETMP. We fabricated LCEs in two steps, as an initially flat strip
after the first crosslinking reaction and curled around a rod af-
ter the second crosslinking reaction. A properly optimized LCE is
curled at low temperatures and is perfectly flat at temperatures
above the TNI . To quantify this shape-reversibility, we measured
the normalized curvature κn, which is the room temperature ra-
dius of curvature divided by the programmed radius of curvature,
and flatness parameter f , which is the standard error of a line fit-
ted to the edge-on profile of the heated LCE. The values for κn and
f should be 1 and 0, respectively, for an ideal, shape-reversible
LCE.31 While all fabricated TEGDA LCEs were capable of holding
programmed low-strain curvatures, they were unable to produce
a flat sheet at elevated temperatures, as demonstrated by f > 0
for the 10 and 15% TEGDA contents (Fig. 4a).

Therefore, optimization of the RM257 network crosslink den-
sities was required to achieve both large and reversible shape ac-
tuation along with a low TNI . This was expected as when a new
monomer, TEGDA, is added to the system the degree of crosslink-
ing during each curing step changes. As TEGDA is added to the
LCE, there is a greater excess of acrylate that reacts during the
second curing step, producing a sample which is able to hold the

shape during the second curing reaction but is unable to return
to the initially flat sample shape. We started by optimizing the
network structure for the 10% TEGDA LCE (Fig. S2) by varying
the amount of PETMP and excess acrylate in the system. We then
found the optimized composition for the 10% TEGDA LCE where
κn and f were near 1 and 0, respectively. The ideal composition
for this LCE has 10% excess acrylate and 40% of thiol attributed
to PETMP.

Next, instead of repeating this optimization process for the
other TEGDA contents, we performed an extrapolation to approx-
imate the optimized network composition for the RM257 with 5
or 10 wt % TEGDA. These values are shown in Fig. 4b. We then
measured κn and f for each LCE as shown in Fig. 4b. These sam-
ples were much closer to the ideal values of κn and f are near
1 and 0, respectively, compared with the original LCE formula-
tions (Fig. 4b), indicating an optimized or near-optimal network
composition.

To demonstrate a potential use of mechanically programmed
LCEs with varying TNIs, we developed a prototype fluidic pump
that directionally pumps liquid when uniformly heated as shown
in Fig. 4. Flat films were prepared that comprised of three dif-
ferent compositions of LCE with TNIs of 57, 67, and 77 oC. The
resulting LCE film contained three distinct TNI regions (Fig. 4c).
The film was then embossed and UV cured to program a raised
fluidic channel and adhered to a glass substrate. When uniformly
heated, the lowest TNI section collapses first to pump any liquid in
the channel towards the higher TNI sections. Photographs of the
prototype LCE pump sequentially collapsing to expel water when
heated under an IR heat lamp are shown in Fig. 4. This method
seamlessly creates LCE films with distinct and tunable TNI regions
that can be mechanically programmed into arbitrary shapes is po-
tentially useful for many applications where sequential actuation
is required.

Next, we explored the use of the lithium salt LiTSFI as an ad-
ditive to lower the TNI and produce ionically conductive LCEs.27

Lithiated ethylene oxide polymers can form crystalline domains
at room temperature, resulting in materials with poor ionic con-
ductivity. However, the ionic conductivity improves dramatically
when the lithiated polymers are heated above the melting temper-
ature of the crystallized EO segments (approximately 30-35oC)
This demonstrates a strong coupling of material phase to the
conductivity. LCEs have an additional phase transition at the
TNI which could further serve to modulate the ionic conductiv-
ity. We therefore were interested in investigating ionic conduc-
tion in lithiated LCEs and understanding the impact of nematic
or isotropic ordering on ionic conductivity. We added LiTFSI with
molar ratios ranging from 0 to 0.125 of Li+/EO, as previous stud-
ies have shown maximum ionic conductivity for liquid crystal/EO
oligomers at a loading ratio of 0.1 Li+/EO.42 Comparing the ac-
tuation strains and TNIs of the lithiated LCEs with TEGDA LCEs,
we observed very similar trends of linear decrease of actuation
temperatures and strains as a function of liquid crystal mass con-
tent as shown in Fig. 5. This further supports our claim that TNI is
largely independent of chemistry or crosslink density of the LCE
and governed primarily by the liquid crystal mass content in the
network and the TN of the mesogen used to produce the LCE.
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Fig. 3 Characterization of TEGDA LCEs with varying amounts of non-
mesogenic TEGDA monomer and demonstration of an LCE band-aid
that responds to body temperature. a) Stress-strain behavior for uni-
axial extension of TEGDA LCEs with varying amounts of TEGDA. The
highlighted region indicates the soft elastic plateau, over which the sam-
ples deform with little or no increase in stress. As the TEGDA content
increases, the breadth of the soft-elastic plateau decreases. The stress-
strain curves were vertically shifted by 25, 50, 75, and 100 kPa for 5, 10,
15, and 20 TEGDA mol %, respectively. b) Comparison of the extent of
the soft-elastic plateau (orange) and maximum programmable actuation
strains (green) of LCEs for varying amounts of TEGDA. As the TEGDA
content increases, the maximum programmable strain and length of the
soft elastic plateau decrease. (n = 3 for plateau length, n = 5 for ac-
tuation) c) TNI as a function of TEGDA content in the LCE. (n = 3) d)
Schematic and images of a low TNI (TEGDA amount = 15%) LCE bilayer
that curls around a finger in response to body heat. The LCE returns to
its initial shape upon removing from the body and returning to ambient
temperatures.

In addition to the typical DSC nematic-to-isotropic peak around
70oC that decreases with increasing lithium loading, we observed
a second peak around 30oC as shown in Fig. S3. This second peak
is consistent with the crystallization/melting of lithiated EO.28 A
phase diagram constructed from DSC data is shown in Fig. 5. As
previously demonstrated, the TNI decreases linearly as lithium is
added to the system. For low lithium loadings (< 0.17 Li+/EO)
there is a distinct temperature range where the EO regions are
no longer crystalline but the LCE exhibits a nematic liquid crys-
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Original

Uniform Heating

T< TNI TNI<T< TNI TNI<T< TNI TNI<T
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0 10 25 25 79.64

5 10 25 32.5 67.09

10 10 25 40 57.19

15 10 25 47.5 33.07

b)

Fig. 4 a) Diagram of ideal mechanically shape-programmable LCE that
holds its programmed curvature (κn) at T < TNI and returns a flat sheet
( f = 0) at T > TNI and plot of (κn) and ( f = 0) for the original and opti-
mized compositions of TEGDA LCEs. (n = 5) b)Optimized compositions
of LCEs with varying TEGDA % content. Bold values were experimentally
obtained and the non-bold values were extrapolated from the bold values.
c)TOP Schematic of LCE synthesized using three different compositions
to obtain an LCE fluidic channel that sequentially collapses upon uniform
heating to produce directional fluidic pumping. TNIs of LCE regions are
57, 67, and 77 oC. BOTTOM Photograph of the fluidic pump actuated
with an IR heat lamp.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5 a) Actuation strains of lithiated LCEs compared with TEGDA
LCEs. (n = 5) b) Phase diagram of lithiated LCEs. c) Nyquist plots of
a 0.1 Li+/EO lithiated LCE at room temperature, 55oC, and 100oC.

tal phase. However, as more lithium is added and the TNI de-

creases further, the EO crystallization and nematic-to-isotropic
peaks merge indicating that the LCE transitions directly from the
crystalline EO/nematic liquid crystal phase to the isotropic phase.

Nyquist plots of a 0.1 Li+/EO polydomain LCE collected at
room temperature, 55oC, and 100oC are shown in Fig. 5. Most
lithiated EO polymers exhibit two large increases in ionic conduc-
tivity between room temperature and temperatures higher than
the EO crystal melting temperature.43 However, this data shows
an order of magnitude increase in conductivity between room
temperature when the LCE EO regions are crystallized, at 55 oC
when EO regions are not crystalline but the LCE is in the ne-
matic phase, and at 100oC when the LCE is in the isotropic phase,
showing that nematic ordering has a detrimental impact on ionic
conduction. Tuning the TNI relative to the EO crystal melting tem-
perature therefore provides a simple approach to tune ionic con-
ductivity. Future work will focus on further studying the ionic
conductivity of LCEs at various lithium loadings and fully map-
ping the conductivity to the phase behavior of LCEs.

4 Conclusion
We show that the TNI of LCEs varies linearly with the mass % of
liquid crystals in the polymer network and is much less dependent
on liquid crystal mesogen, cross-link density, linker composition,
network genesis, or chemistry. We can readily predict and tune
the TNI of LCEs by incorporating either TEGDA linkers or lithium
salts to reduce the density of liquid crystals in the elastomer. How-
ever, the maximum actuation strain and soft-elasticity of LCEs
also decreases with non-liquid-crystalline fillers, which might be
undesirable for some applications. We show that crosslink-density
optimization of TEGDA LCEs with low TNIs results in mechani-
cally programmable LCEs and demonstrate potential appliaction
of these low TNI LCEs by developing a prototype self-wrapping
LCE ’band-aid’ that reacts to body heat and an LCE fluidic chan-
nel that directionally pumps liquid when uniformly heated. Ad-
ditionally, we show that lithium salts incorporated into an LCE
containing ethyl oxide groups reduces the TNI and results in a
phase-dependent ionically conductive polymer with potential ap-
plications as sensors.
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